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4 ./ As we study the life of Jesus, we find that the only enemies

J:

'   .  he considered worthy his steel were the scribes and the pharisees and

..:.  *: the Chief Priests.  He warned his disciples, "Beware the leaven of the •    3
-  .-1... .--                                                               .-I.   I -

4.   ·- Pearisebs."- He said unto them, woe unto *ou, Pharlsees, you tithe and    :
*

you perform your ablutions, and you do this And you do that according to   :

the law, and yet you don't bring salvation; you don't bring man to the    i

1

3

A.©.-r
,.

-2 -.

»ftrue understanding of himself. It was these chief priests and scribes

and Pharisees thet brought about the crucifixion 
of Jesus.  It wasn't       1

A

the temporal rulers.  They were merely the executive 'power, and  they         '

were incited to their action by the church, the church that thought

that  Jesus was breaking down their creeds, their forms, their  ceremonies.

Now,  we find  as we analyze tho  social and religious world that .these
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1=--:1:2.- =scribes-and-·chief--priests and Pharisees-are cork inrevidence today, -· -

' -..  .  that they have in the world a form of religion witholit the power thereof,
: '-    -that the form of things is the prevailing motive for action in the
I.

great majority of the people. The Spirit has gradually been crushed

out of human relationsi human activities   by  th.1%      iatellectual  man, ...

because that really is what the scribes and pharisees and the chief

'f. ,

..15+--
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priests represent. It is the intellect.

We see intellect in the         world today in higher criticism in religion. The higher critics have     '
twhittled down the spiritual natural expression in man until they

don't feel nor see that inner something which ke call the soul.  They

s B.y,  "Why' it doesn 't exist in reality,  and  all the vii··acles and  all

those so-called supernatural things that happened in the old time, that

...rAE
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believe   in the miracles,   in the supernat.pral,   in the immacu late                          k
t

conception and birth and. spirituality of Jesus, they still in a blind

way cling to those ideas, and they are trying to eliminate the higher

critical ·members   of  their  ·people    who -are  ·squeeting  out  even  that              -    -

-6-

blind  belief, so there  is a great division  in the orthodox church

today, but the lesson that will bring this question home to ourselves
*

end give us its practical application is,to what extent am I letting

my intellectual man rule in this realm where I get the real-source of

my inspiration? Ion  the  intellectual  man has his place. He is the man

that formulates; he is the man that ejpresses in the outer, receiving

E., - .
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from within. - -In other words, the intellectual Han, the Chief Priest

and the Pharisee and the scribe in every one of us is that consciousness

and
of  ourselves/in r·lght relat idn  . it belongs  in the divine economy,  but

2
-   - -not understanding ourselves as spiritual beings primarily, we hav6.

-     allowed the intellectual man to supersede that spiritual inspiration

which rightly belongs to man as a spiritual being.  So in getting

1
1

-8-

back to original principles we must deal with the intellect; we must
8

,
find out just what that.intellectual man is doing in our world, what

.he is believing in, where he is getting his ideas from,and as vie

analyze ourselves we find tlint there is in us a spiritual man that

deals with the absolute reality,that deals with primal principle,
r

end there is a logical reasoning, comparing man that takes those ideas

K i
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and .ap#1-16 6· them--to-related· thinks2ind there-is -the   -so--called   material - - -
r

expressan.  Now in the Bible the intellectual man is recognized.
1                          -

When he has his illumination, he paves the way, opens .the way for the

entry of the spiritual man,.and then the.world without becomes in order,-.- -I ---- 1

6-    the kingdom of God appears in man's
earth,  vie il' 46 the restoration    --   

which is promised in the scriptures, and that restoration takes place

-10
3

1:=. 1

just to the extent that we regulate and open oursel ves to the

spiritual understanding. No·,y Jesus Christ taught again and again to       

.ithe scribes and the Pharisees and these chief priests that there was

8 principle within them that if they would observe zkKk would illumine

them, would restore them and bring the kingdom in the earth, but they      

still searched their scriptures  and they said,   "Wily  here   is   tha  law.

L
6

..
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You must observe the law as it was written by Moses, and given to
1'

us by Abraham, Iaeac and Jacob.  We are descended from those old

i       worthies."  And Jesus said, "I am the.way."  He said, "Ye search

-the scriptures, -for in them ye think·ye have eternal life, but theBe

are they which testify of me, and you won't come ·to me that you might

have life."  That is it.  You are searching some written authority,

you are looking to some 'outside source for your inspiration for your       

f.--: 1

-- li                                                                                                   
                                 _ _,Al

entry into thls great kingdom of eternal life. You are looking in

the wrong direct/on.    You are looking t o f orm of things, trying  to

find life in the outer. That is but the expression. The life is the

principle within you.  It is the me, the real I Am in every one of us..

Nou w* urderstanding the lan, would not do away for one moment with the

so-called material world.  It has its place and to your consciousness

e
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·end    just    as    quickly   as    yoll   IhifixI kkzkxx,EXXKIEXIX:txixikai   perceive
i

that you .are a spiritual being, and that your intellect is receiving

-      that spiritual unct ion, that spiritual essence, that spiritual virtue

_.. .which..really belongs  to  it, .and when  you -get .inbo.the  consciousness

your intellectual man will fall right into line.  But we have to deal

- -.---

-13
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1

with that man, .and the 9 estion is just to what extent are we

ackno#ledging th9 law within end without. Now there is cause and there

e f fe ct. Spirit is the realm of cause. The intellect ·perceives

and it gives expression in its world without to that primal cause.         2
.

So Jesus taught that in all things we should observe the temporal

ruling government without. -Materiality has its standards  and  in  a

,
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that Caesar the things that belong-to it.  We do not gl arrel with it,.

r       but we know that the real source.is in Spirit, so we give allegiance    .
-

to God. We give the power to the Spirit, the real source. -Why   this

letter, these material things, don't profit. -They don't originate   - : - - - '

anything.    The  originating quality comes  from the Spirit,  from mind.

-4
-15

4

You  know that. You have evidences of· it . every day in every way.

Your own life, ypu might  say, is made up of these illustrations that

Jesus Christ *Exxlkitifiji so plainly expressed. So it devolves upon

every one of us .to recognize the spirit, recognize that there is such

a thing as inspiration, there is such a·thing as a spiritual idea

that received into our minds would enlarge our capacity, our capacity
,\

to think, ,our capacity to realize the possibilities within us of a
»„

11.%i
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&.    -  righteousness iIi adjudting ourselves to·the-law, we are shown the way

---      · -  -to   observe   not   only the temporal   law, but above   all the spiritual  law.

-.          Now  as  I  say,  the maj ority of.religious people today  have lost sight
----

- ·r' -r  --of ·this primal  law.   ·-In- the-t ime- of Jesus -Christ  he  was a religious  --·

outlaw. He would  be a religious   outlaw  today  if  he  appeared  in  the

. ----,-' ------

1
.-3 17    --                                                                                                                     - - -

1.

world prea ching the doctrine of Spirit  with  the Eame freedom   ,   with  the

same power, becabse he exercised the power of Spirit. He healed  the

people, multitudes of them; he restored them , and as I say, if that

healing  was  done in orthodax circles  t oday,  why it would be decried,

it would be put aside, it would be something that happened away back
1

·

in the early  days   of the church,   but   lan 't happening  t oday. Now there
1

1
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-----,  - ··Vydl- -can see=that -that--·-stone· that  the-  builders ·'rejected must-become  -

the head of the corner.  That is what Jesus told those intellectuals.

He  said,  ¤You  are refusing right today t o receive this foundation  of
T

-

man's character, his real being, which is Spirit, Christ. You can t

0--- build a-perfect structure, you can't build a'petfect body without

that  Christ   c'onsciousness  as the chief corner stone,  the  head  of  the

"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   1.

/.
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corner.  •Lt must .be the head of the man.  Why, it was in the heed, on

. that hill of Go. gotha whlch means Skull, that Jesus was crucified.

The Intellectual is cru cifying this spiritual man every day that you

 ignore that you deny that you are a spiritual being. Your intellect

is  holding the power  in  your mind,  body,  and  you  are  crucifying.    Stop

it. Give yourself  up to  splri.tual consciousness,' and as you acknowledge

*

[
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the kingdom of God, and that kingdom expressed, why you will find

that the temporal kingdom, the expression without will become more

harmonious in all its ways, because there will be a transformation.

You  will be transfored  in  the very activities  of yoor functions,
F-: -"...                                -      .   -.     -

the activities of your powers, from the temporal intellectual

r standing to  the real foundat ion. In other words,  we  must  as a human

F...

, -21
._r-

*

family,- recognize that there is a God behind what we call nature.

1

We see the wonderful povier of nature, we see the mighty worNs, the

stupenduous works in the astronomical world, the stupenduous setting.

forth, the going into action of a power, and we can't comprehend

it, and yet we deny God.  We say, this must have all come about through

evolution, or through some unknown power that I am not amenable to.

14.6
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to be connected. But I assure you that same mind that moves the
5                                                                                                                                    I.
Vr            mighty -dniverse moves every cell,and atom  of your body,  and  if   you
'.4

£· will.give yourself up to that mind, you will understand the relation
F--

L- --between--this great -universe and you, the littl6 universe.  We are told that, i

 
man is the microcosm of the great universe without.  "There is a grandr.        - *

3

--23
-*#

loan  of the universe," Swedenborg  said, and there  is a. little  one.81                                                                                                            U

And every one hasi' within him that grand  man in embryo. In other                
e

words, every cell of your body is a Forld, every cell, and there are

millions of them.  We are told by astrohomers that , one of the

great stars  that  has been known to astronomers throughout  the  hist ory

of astr6nomy has all at once broken into brill'iancy.  Well, the con-

li

2.
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.*/.r-* -810 si-on-zlie  that--that   star-is- ·burning up; being rdestroyed,   but  that "12 --  -2.1

l
: merely an assumption.  That star is so far away that if it exploded        f

I---  --- ·it would take-some sixty millions of years before we would hear the

- sound,  and  lf it began burning eighty _yearg .ago, .it  would .take  that-     -

-

:---- time for the light travelling at the rate -of 186,000 miles a second

to  reach us.    So this  *11  burning  or explosion began, its consumption

-25

eighty years ago and we  are just getting the light.  That will give       B

you  an  idda of distance.    That star belongs  to our galaxy,   part  of  our
4

-

little  ring: of the great universe,  and  yet  there  is  a  power that 'holds

thls little piece  of  dust,--  that  is  all this  planbt is compared with

the great universe, compared  with this star which we  are t old has

exploded,   why  we   are   but a little   grain   of   sand,   just a little speck

A

L.
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k         X : I.--1 1 -"    -- -of 'dosffldating=in the lit:---·We"count-for·-·ndthing-- in -comparison,
r -

4 . .

and yet in intelligence, in evolution, may be farther along than some

i

4.of those gr6at stars whan we  consider the mind.   Now, I do not think

that that 'conclusion of our astronomers that that star has exploded ls

1-   --a-true conclus.ion.  It may be-that it--is-gbifig.througE a trarisfig uration.

We know this planet is alive, all those stars are living beings, and they

L.

/.. -.....

27

--

take on the glory of the glorifled spiritual consciousness. Thdy,

11ke Jesus Christ1 might be transfigured and become glorified, and this

may be the condition of this star. It has broken forth into a new

glory.  We are told it is shining with an increased effulgence, fifty

million times greater than it was before. That is a pretty big star,

but those astronomers talk in large figures, so lai'ge that they no

UNITY SCHOOL OF CHRISTIANITY
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longer measure in miles but in light days, in light miles.  A mile is
i ··          ./

i.·               compared,   or  the  figure  is  that a light  mile is equal to 186,000 miles,
k.                                                                                                                                                    I.

.,      and their light mile has but one second in which to act.  You can see
t

..-

then what-large figures -we have to deal with,-but take our little-

..

world and we think it is a pretty big thing. It      i s    to    u s.         ahy    t h i s

infinite power can balance   it   on,   we   mighT   say,   in   cpmparison,   the

1/

_.-29-2'-
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i

.-i

palm of the hand.  We say that it weighS millions and millions of pounds.  A

It doesn 't weigh'anything to the Almighty.  If you knew how to handle

1

the ideas of mind, your body wouldn't weigh anything. You wouldn't

say,.why I have to propel myself through the exercise of my legs to

walk.  Why no, you would justr float if you knew the idea back pf

body consciousness.   Well now,  isn't it worth our while to ingJ ire

0
-

a·              into the Spirit?· · Jesus Christ .attained, through his inquiry  into.
rE                                                                                 .1I            )
W-

t-

S                                                                                    ...1
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his 'real character,'his   son of God consciousness, he acquired that

r,       ability. .He disappeared from the midst of· these Pharisees when they

tried to lay hands on him. . How-did he do it?  Why, ,he just made himself

'inVisible.    How  did.he' go through .the  vella and golnto the rooms when

the doors were closed? He understood the law of Spirit, the law that

when we understand will restore us first td physical health, and it will

-"

-31

restore us to understanding. Novi there are two planes directly of

knowing.  One is spiritual consciousness and the other is intellectual*

reflect ion. The great  majority  of  us are living in intellectual

reflection.  Ke do not see directly into this great spiritual realm,

but  when we begin  to  exercise  our  minds  as  if  we  did  -- S: akespeare

says,  "If  you ha\,en 't a virtue, claim one. U   If  you  haven 't  got  the
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- spiritual consciousness, claim that· you have it, and pretty soon

you w 111 have it.  That is the law ·of faith in Christ.  We have got
-

T to have faith first.  .You must have faith·in_things that you don't

now  discern.- -I remember reading once that  the  man who- built  the     -

Great Northern Railway first had a mdre plan in his-mind,  and then

he said that he saw that carried out and he said he codld see in his

-33

mind the workmen building that road, mile by mile, and finally

4

he built it clear to the Pacific.  He had nothing to start. with

but what we call an ideal, but he saw that ideal as if it were real,

and Jim Hill built the Great Northern Railway in that way.   So bverything

is first idealized.  This building was first idealized, and then that
/

ideal was outlined to the architect and the architect drew the plans

,
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and the workmen got the materials together and put up the building.

Everything that appears  --  this   body was bullt in exactly  that   way.

- Now,  what  kind oof a  body are .you idealizing?    I am idealizing the

best  I know,-you say, bot you·might know inrk a little better. Certainly.
..                                                   -.

..
-        Then give  yourself  to the ideal first. Give yourself to God. Worship

God, render unto God the things that belong to God. You

belong to God.     

...«1--Ir 7-35

Man belongs to God.  Man was created in the image and likeness of God.      
I i

To what extent are  you giving yourself to God? In observing some  of

the rules of religion?  If you are going to church and rbading the Bible

and believing that Jesus Christ died and went to heaven -- that is

intellectual consciousness.  The real truth is that Jesus Christ overcame

death and lives  with us today in his spiritual body, that is the body

t.

L....
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i-   ,    »-vi- th- ,-6--are- every hne-Beeking:--FThat='le--t-he -body-that  will- corfespond -  -
t.  I
' to=the divine  idea, · the body without  the  limitations  of the flesh.

<2   -  yod-want that body.  How are you going to.get it 9 Why, by believing

··   flrst and then acting as if your
_

belief were true. 'Carry out your

belief in your  thought, and in your act, and you will arrive at that

place eventually.    We  don It .promise  that  you  will get there immediately,

I

-37
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may be not tomorrow nor next week, but if you hold to your ideal

you will surely Brrive.  That is the law, and you can prove it.

Now, Jesus also in his illustration gave the giving by the widow

of     the  two  mites,  when  he  said,   as  the  rich were putting  the ir gifts

i nto the treasury, t'This widow has given more than all of you."  Why?

Because she gave these-two mites out of her lack, or her poverty.

Q .7

S,

I . j ..»..'
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- She gave that gift with great soul conscipusness.  She put what we
i

would call substance  int o  it.    Now  that   is  the real giving,  that  is  '

:     the  giving that counts. It is the giving that comes, as we say, from

the heart, 48kiE voluntarily.  It isn't forced. Those rich people
-Ii...

thdught  that  it was their duty under the  law to  give a tenth of their

income. Well, they gave more than the orthodox Christians do.today.

t.. --

r r.:- -r:·--39-

I  saw an estimate the other  day   of the amount   that  the   Christian   church

4

people   give   each  year, Hut   it   was one tenth   of   one   per   cent   of  their

income that they give to the furtherance of God's kingdom in the earth.

Isn't that generous?  And the balance of the world don't give even that

much. So these people that belong to the church that give one-tenth

o f  one  per cent of their income to the setting up of the kingdom of

k
44. 4..
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dod that is going to save 'us' from Hell.

Now I would like to call your attention to a little different

·idea in giving that would bring- us to the consideration of, well
the                               -   '- ---    - -L               personal-niatters,/  giving  of-the Unity Society.    At  the last meeting <

of our Board, we had the treasurer's report for the year of this local

society, and that was that we had contributed, not in a forced way, not

,41-__

through pledges, but · voluntarily, #15,370, during the last year. OWlw

I thought that was an illustration of what we would call giving in the

Spirit.    We  do  not  any  of os pledge  that  we  will give an exact amount,

bot the plates are passed and you are asked to contribute and you have

dcmp that nobly.  Now out of that $15,370, ve paid out some $13,000,

end our treasury.- showed $635 in the.current fund on hand. And that

.

..
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;      was a very good showing, all expenses paid and that amount on hand.

.*
In addition to that we had about #1200 in our thanksgiving offering

t

       for the new auditorium, and , a.promise of $500 more, making $1700
-

 ---- -virtually-·on hand for-the· new auditorium.- Now the time is close at
".

I '

-       hand when we are going to.have an Easter offering, April 1st is

..    Easter, and that isn't very far.away, and our finance committee are -        )

--    -43 -        -   t

P.

going to announce to you that the way is dpen, the plates will be

passed around on'Easter Sunday for your contribution for the new

auditorium. Now the new auditorium must come because we need it.

We are a growing people, and it will take a year at least to build

that new auditorium,  and  it  will  cost  us  *150,000.    That  is  just  a

rough guess.  We  have this $17,00 on hand and we will probably raise
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E  good .deai morethan  that - 61 Easter Sunday,  and  that. wfil  be  astart.

**ZE A member has offered to give us a .lot across the street

P                                                       .   I.  .   -.....    worth $25, 00 when we get the money to put up the auditorium,and it may

'---  : ---:be -now-.that -there..is somebody within .hearing  of my voice-that would  -like

to make a contribution say-of 4100,000.  That is. no laughing matter.  I

-.   ..talked  with  a man today.who  said  the  Lord  had  Impressed  him to  do     -·
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something large for the Unity Society because,he said, I see that

you have gotten  hpld  of the
Truth.    'I  remember  reading  once  that,in                    

Chicago, Dr. Gonzales was Preaching in the a uait orium and he had for

a long time dreamed about a manual training school for boys, aild in

his sermon one Sunday he laid that plan before his congregation.  He        L
L

outlined  what  he  would   like  to  see   in this school, and after  the  meet ing
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a man came up to him and saio, "Rould yoli take the presidency of

a school of that kind?  He said, "I would.4  He said, "How much would      i
,.

--

it tdke to'start lt?n  He said, uil,000,000 would give it a good start

at least; and that nian said, -" I will give you a million dollars to

start  that,  and my name  is  Philip D. Armour."   And  that was  the  beginning

of the Armour Instj.tute.  Now you can see that ideas have to be sown
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a man came op to hig and said, "aould you take the presidene/ of
I

e eehool of that kindf  Be said, n I would."  Re said,  How much would

it take to start itln  lie said, t'61,000,000 would give it e good start

at   least   and  that  nan  said,  "I  will  give   you  a  , 1111 xi  dollars  to  .

start  that,  and  my name  le  Philip  D.  Ar=ur."    And  that  was  the  beginning

of the Armoor Nitute.  Now you can see that ideas have to be /ovm
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forward  to  the   use   of their money  for the bene f it of somebody. Every

1'

rich man thinks that 'he  will in the end use his money to some good

end, .and I_ assur.e  you you will..never  find any better way-for your money

than to- put it -into the e ducat on"-of t-he people, and especially the

spiritual education. The whole world is starving today for just what
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Jesus Christ brought and which those Pharisees wouldn't
receive             

because they thopght it interfered with their established religion.

Now Christ didn't destroy anybody's religion. The religion which he

taught  is the religion that we. are teaching;  it  is the religion which

we most every one receive, and that is that man is spiritual, primarily

the  s on  of the living God. He has within him all the attributes of
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that · God,  ' That indwelling spiritual power belongs to you and

5 through a righteous getting together-in the furtherance of this

i         · wonderful kingdom of God within you,  you will reap the benefit  of· it,

and -all-that you can give'and all'that  you can ex#ress will be as
.- I -*i

.                                                                                                                                                                                                           Inothing compared with the good which will· come to you.  Now we all

. . .

who have entered into the understanding of our spiritual being, who

kiave laid this corner stone, will testify that giving ourselves to the
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uplift,to the  opbuilding  of the church  of God, through Jesus Christ
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in the world, is the greatest good that can come to us.  We have more

*l.     .joy in the furtherance of this knowledge, this understanding of the Truth

k

than any of the other things that we do.  Let us then this ·morning give
i.

t thanks for tl.is inflow of spiritual light, of spiritual understanding, of

' spiritual truth, that the kin dom of God may be set up in the darth.
l
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